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Abstract

The 18th century was a turning point in the development of Greek spirituality in the
Mediterranean and beyond. If at the beginning of this century Western ideas were fused
with Orthodox and thus framed in the culture of the time, which in turn was dependent on
Byzantine culture, with the middle of the eighteenth century, there is a visible conflict
between Orthodox and new culture tendencies of thought that bore the imprint of the
Enlightenment. We are witnessing a period of cultural renaissance in modern Greece that
was based on an economic substratum, supported by a new bourgeoisie of merchants and
bankers. The connection between cultural and commercial centers, supported by a new social
class, opened the Hellas to a new vision of the West. Western Europe, viewed from the perspec-
tive of cultural and economic development, is becoming a favorable space for investment, it
is becoming a cultured and enlightened Europe, a Europe of progress and free spirit. The
image is diametrically opposed to what the Easterners saw  from the Byzantine perspective: a
Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox Europe. These two different perspectives or points of view
have led to a new issue regarding the formation of the cultural education of young children.
Thus, the central problem of the school is, on the one hand, the maintenance of Hellenism and,
on the other hand, the emancipation of the people. It is the period in which the works of
Newton, Descartes, Wolf, Locke, Spinoza, Voltaire and Rousseau are massively translated
into neo-Greek, the period in which education wants to impart on young people the impor-
tance of classical Hellenic culture and, at the same time, that of modern science.
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Introducere 

Secolul al XVIII-lea reprezint  un punct de cotitur  în dezvolta-
rea spiritualit ii grece ti în bazinul mediteranean. Odat  cu mijlocul
secolului al XVIII-lea, apare un vizibil conflict între cultura ortodox
i noile tendin e de gândire care purtau amprenta iluminismului.


